
The Loreto students featured on the cover of ‘Sporting Traditions, Nov. 2020’

are the earliest recorded women or girls to play the game of hockey in Australia.

In an article by historian, Janet Beverley, ‘A new game introduced! – Hockey’s

Origins and Feminist Links in Australia’1, Beverley quotes from the Loreto

magazine the ‘Eucalyptus Blossoms 1896’:

A New Game Introduced!

Innovations at Loreto

Cameos from the Archives

'A new game introduced! —

Hockey. It is a splendid sport for

the winter — makes one glow

with heat, even on a bitter-cold

day.'

 'The only drawback is, that we

get so excited, that rules are apt

to be forgotten, and then

hockey-sticks are used too

freely, knocking the wooden ball

smartly, instead of rolling it

steadily, towards the goal. 

 ‘Hockey teaches one self-

control,’ a wise maid remarked,

‘just as croquet teaches

patience.’

The school diary entry goes on

to say:



Cameos from the Archives

Mother Gonzaga Barry, founder of Loreto in Australia, was known as an

innovative educationalist. The early introduction of hockey in 1896 and the new

American game of basketball in 1901 are just the tip of the iceberg. M. Gonzaga

and a talented teaching staff, religious and lay, made sure that a Loreto

education was varied and stimulating. The students of the 1890s were given a

demonstration of the newly discovered Röntgen Rays, or X-Rays; electricity was

demonstrated through, one hopes, mild electric shocks; pupils were taken by

special tram to see Russian-British concert pianist, Mark Hambourg, performing

at Ballarat’s Alfred Hall; they were given a demonstration of cinematography in

the Study Hall. The school boasted an orrery and a telescope to study astronomy;

a museum collection to bring the world to Ballarat, and a printing press to take

their creative works to the world.

Read the accounts of the varied early curriculum in the 1901 Prospectus  

HERE

Hockey on the Recreation Ground, Mary’s Mount, 1898.
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https://www.loreto.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/1901_The-Institute-of-The-Blessed-Virgin-Mary-in-Australia.pdf

